Birthday Cards
Jack of Diamonds:
Seller
Characteristics: Intelligent and shrewd, Jack
of Diamonds people are consistently able to
make an excellent living using their humor and
a charming personality. The Jack of Diamonds
therefore represents the salesperson’s card.
Their creativity and independence allows them
to operate from instinct as well as their quick
and creative minds. Not many listen to the call
of their highest ideals and evolve into the King
standing close to them. They consistently get
by using their inherited financial wisdom. All
Jacks are rigid in their minds and this often
stops them from discovering the intuition that is
one of their higher gifts. Spiritual realization
comes from a natural psychic ability. Some
Jacks of Diamond, however become
professional psychics, but others fear opening
up their psychic channel. Regardless, most of
them come to use their abilities in later years. The Jack of Diamonds has a unique
ability to persuade others. They are skilled in the entertainment or healing fields. Many
are inclined to be artists and some are especially talented. They are unexcelled in the
sales area. They are capable almost anything. Therefore, this is one cause for so
many moving toward sales and promotion as a career. Because of their great
creativity they get distracted and while they usually mean well, they do not come
through on their promises. Jacks in general, are capable of being both immature and a
bit deceitful. They enjoy playing and, even when old, retain a youthfulness. They need
to find a vocation that gives them an outlet for being creative and recognition for their
superior abilities. They are very social and this makes them the best salespeople of all
the cards. They can have a lot of success in a field that puts them in front of groups as
well as individuals. It is possible for all Jack of Diamonds to lead their entire life just
playing around and enjoying themselves. However, they often want to be
humanitarians. Since they are a Uranus/Neptune card, the Jack of Diamonds like to
keep as many options open in their profession and in their life as possible. Freedom
(Uranus) means a great deal to them and it is seen as almost sacred (Neptune). They

will generally want something in self-employment or occupations allowing freedom
and the option of setting their own work schedule.
Relationships: There is an idealized concept of their own freedom in the Jack of
Diamonds. Making a commitment in a relationship is frequently difficult for them. They
perceive the word freedom in such a special way such that, whether they admit it or
not, it is a strong force keeping them out of permanent commitments. They usually
attribute this to their high ideals of personal freedom and independence, but the fact is
that often they are truly afraid of the price of real commitment. They usually get their
way, but their own indecision and need of freedom often wins out. Being so creative
can also make a Jack of Diamonds a playboy or playgirl. However it is possible for
them to have a good relationship once they decide on that and are ready to settle
down. They are in the Neptune lineage and each follows the Jack of Diamonds Life
Path (from their Mercury to Neptune Card). They have the most dreamy love card of
all, the Queen of Hearts, as their Neptune Card. They have a very idealistic view
about love because of so much Neptune energy relating to their love life. It is possible
for them to be the ideal lover or mate. They are often creative with their romantic
fantasies but suffer a lot when people do not match the wonderful potential the Jack of
Diamonds perceives in them.
Personality Connections: Male Clubs find the female Jack of Diamonds very
appealing, although sometimes very difficult. Male Jack of Diamonds fantasizes about
female Heart cards.
Confrontations: July 4th is a Jack of Diamonds and, as mentioned, this is often
referred to as the salesman’s card. Jack of Diamonds people are usually gifted in
promoting what they believe in and many have had a great deal of success in sales.
Being irresponsible and crafty, on the other hand, are qualities of some. When we look
at our country from this point of view, it reveals a great deal pertaining to us both as a
culture and as a political body. This is interesting because people usually do not think
of their country as having a sun sign or Birth Card.

